Do The Write Thing Challenge

Violence is a harsh and cruel thing, because all you do is kill, fight, and ect. things to people. It’s so not serious to nearly or kill someone, like come on you killing an innocent person (sometimes innocent).

To be honest violence is a really dumb thing, it is so a waste a time because all people want to do is fight and kill people for what... Sneakers, phones, money, like get a job dummies, isn’t that hard. Violence affected my life in many different like when my older brothers got robbed and gun pointed for their sneakers and their phones like are you serious that’s dumb but of course them woma be gangster don’t give a crap. That affected my life because I almost lost my brother, and that would be horrible because my older brother is always there for me no matter and he always has my back even though I am a pain. But the boys who did it obviously don’t care. Also when I hear about little kids about under 13 dying sometimes I start to cry because their little kids they didn’t even lived their lives. So I don’t live with my younger siblings and it makes me worry and scared about them because I’m not there to protect them because what I hear about the other kids who died in a young age.

A lot of things now and days causes violence, it comes from talking about someone to giving a person a compliment on their shoes. So violence is cause by stupid people doing stupid things. Violence is happening everywhere you look on the streets, at school at home, EVERYWHERE ! People are fighting and killing for no reason, sometimes because they are in gangs mostly teenager trying to be “down” or cool, they think that being in the gang killing and fighting is giving them props and giving them respect. But it’s really not it’s making them look dumb and immature.

I hate the fact that everyone is doing violence with a passion because theres no reason for doing it unless your life is in danger but 3/ of the time your life isn’t in danger, you’re just doing it like I said “To be down or cool.”. If I could I would try to stop youth violence but I’m only one person and I can’t really do anything to stop it, unless I want to die or get myself in danger and I don’t want to do that, so I would pass on that offer. A lot of people would say that I would call the police but to be forreal what would they do... Nothing, because they going to say I’ll get back at or something. Also I know that police helps us a lot with safety and stuff, we appreciate that but there’s still violence around us. So thats why we basically don’t call them no more for youth violence help anymore we try to solve it ourselves.